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43rd EUCEN Conference – “Universities’ Engagement in and with Society. The ULLL contribution”

Within the wider European policy context of Lifelong Learning and the European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations 2012, this conference will explore the diversity of University Lifelong Learning (ULLL), presenting current research and good practice in the following fields:

- ULLL for innovation in regional businesses, NGOs and the public sector
- Community-based learning
- ULLL providing new learning opportunities for individual wellbeing, civic engagement and second careers in later life
- Supporting the individual learner
University of Graz, Austria

30,000 students
3,800 academic, administrative and technical staff
6 faculties
More than 100 bachelor’s, master’s and diploma programmes
Founded in 1585

Strategy: Partner for research and learning – lifelong and lifewide
Children’s (8-10 years), and Junior University (10-18 years), degree programmes, continuing professional development, community engagement, learning in later life, platform for the dialogue between society and university

Center for Continuing Education (“Zentrum für Weiterbildung”) founded in 2002
“Education for All”: research-based programmes of general interest courses at university level for public access, Learning in Later Life
Conference Locations

University Campus
• Main building/AULA: Keynotes etc.
• Resowi Center: Workshops
• Center for Continuing Education: Organisation
Social Programme

- Conference Dinner
- Optional tours: Guided tour of the old town, Botanical Gardens tour, Campus tour, Kunsthaus tour
- Extra trip on Saturday: cultural and historical highlights in the surroundings of Graz
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Newsletter
Sign up for regular pre-conference information: eucen2012@uni-graz.at

Contact
Dr. Andrea Waxenegger
Conference coordinator: Mag. Christian Friedl
Center for Continuing Education at the University of Graz
Website: http://eucen.uni-graz.at